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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

Never before have there been so many objects on an X-Plane airport to discover as with Britain’s major airport, London
Heathrow. The scenery includes all five terminals and animated apron traffic. The award-winning team sim-wings convinces

with a model of perfection for such a Mega Hub!

Find out what commercial aviation is all about by joining the traffic of the world´s third busiest airport. The scenery covers
around 42 square kilometers in total with fully detailed buildings at the airport, including the new T2 and T2B terminals. Fully

customized high resolution aerial ground textures, detailed ground markings and the actual taxiway layout with new rapid
runway exits and taxiway links make it a perfect rendition while use of LOD technique will give you the best possible

performance.

Features

Airport London Heathrow with near airport surrounding (about 42 square kilometers in total)

Fully detailed buildings at the airport
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Safegate and other dockings at all gates (only with AutoGate)

Includes new T2 and T2B terminals

Pre-rendered self shadowing and raytraced night lighting

Fully customized high resolution aerial ground textures (about 30cm/pix) with custom detail textures for taxiways etc.

Detailed ground markings

Actual taxiway layout with new rapid runway exits and taxiway links

Hand placed autogen

Seamless integration of the ground to the Flight Simulator

Animated Apron Traffic

Note

To use the Safegates you need the free AutoGate PlugIn (Version 1.60). You can download it for free under following link:
http://marginal.org.uk/x-planescenery/plugins.html
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Aerosoft - Airport London-Heathrow
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Sim-wings, Aerosoft GmbH
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 7 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 1024 MB of VRAM

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German
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5/10

Zombie Solitaire is...fine, I guess. I recently played the game Shadowhand, and it really got me interested in playing some other
solitaire offerings on Steam. These games are fantastic to play while listening to music - they seem to require just enough
concentration to be engaging, and you can take your time to think if you need to rock out to whatever track you've found.

Unfortunately, there are a lot of little irritations with Zombie Solitaire that don't put it in the best light when compared to some
of the other games of this type. In most of the Solitaire games I've played, you can unlock additional abilities that can help you
manipulate the board, typically one every few levels. This is the case in Zombie Solitaire as well, but instead of permanently
unlocking the abilities to recharge as you play, you unlock the ability to buy cards that do the effects in question. You use the
currency that you gain from completing levels to purchase the cards.

This creates a situation where, if you're stuck on a level, you may need to grind for currency by replaying levels you've already
beaten in order to buy some cards to help you get through it. This never feels good. However, maybe it's for the best that you
can almost "overpower" yourself, even buying additional decks if you run out of cards, to offset the inherent random nature of
the card layouts. Either way, I preferred the setup in the other solitaire games I've played, in which the abilities simply recharge
as your play.

Other small irritations include the way that the "escape map" continually pops up as you play, to chart your progress towards the
island. If I'm moving from my home to the streets, sure, let me know. However, the map pops up twice to tell you that you've
moved to a different location in your home. Also, I wouldn't have minded seeing spares available for face cards, in addition to
2-9.

Zombie Solitaire has a kind of neat theme, using your escape map to dodge the apocalypse. However, there are much better
solitaire games out there at this point. Perhaps I'll try rokaplay's second iteration on this theme.. Do not buy in current state.

Crashes ALOT

Half translated

Terrible Combat

Gonna have microtransactions

Play Chivalry instead.. The only positive thing about this game is mc ♥♥♥♥er's album.

like i'm doing a kebab delivery and the damn car tires just go under the car because of a ♥♥♥♥ing 20 km/h crash, screwing the
ability to even steer the car properly.. Old platforming game which is too cruel (atleast for me). You will make a lot mistakes in
this game and that will be very frustrating thing.... The Game was really good.

I had fun while playing game and finished the game.

Awesome voice really love it.

Worth buying the game,Go for it.. Ok so i downloaded this game as a single player time waster, i like it a first and getting
around was interesting. but the more times i died helped me to map out the maze and i was then easily able to complete it easily
:/ monsters where scary at first but as you can out run them and they don't reallly deal any killing blows i just found it easier to
get him by them whilst running past.

Also the main menu to the game needs a bit of work done to it as some of the options like gallery didn't work and it felt like i
joint a garry's mod game with a servers menu glued to my face.

overall its a good game to waste a couple of hours but once you know the maze you can speed run it.. Since the time ive seen the
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"trailer" for this game became in love with it,ive been waiting a long time to play this and...
the gameplay is different from any game ive ever played.

really good. 7\/10. I have only played an hour of this game but I love it! It is a great concept! This is truly a mixture of FTL and
Xcom, as people have already posted. There is A LOT of potential for this game. I can't wait to see what it will develop into. If
your a fan of "said" mentioned games, then spend the 9 bucks and give it a go.
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This is, in fact, a video game.. i think this game is amazing and for the price you should buy it but it does take time to get use to
and there are bugs such as all my chest items got deleted but that might just be me. No one really plays this anymore.. Wasted
my money. Won't play or open.. This game is a slice of bad early Steam history, wherein a developer promised the moon, free
DLC, and ran off in a huff when the game was panned. I imagine it's part of why Steam doesn't add indie games to its roster
willy-nilly.

Addendum, almost two years later: Ah, hahahahahahaha. Ha.. Quite a nice turn-based party-based game with a light
management part.
Each class has its own gameplay and party combinations are quite important.
I have only played on Normal difficulty and it is a nice challenge already.
One more plus: The dev is still adding stuff and squashing rare bugs.
I wish there were more text based events and/or random outcomes for each possible decision.
Expect to either lose some units or use the Retreat mechanic in some cases.
Overall, i like The Storm Guard and hope the dev will keep at it for a while more. I'll be looking at his future project as well if
he decides to go for a sequel/DLC/new turn-based game.. Great game, but it have some problems with versions, I can not play
with my friends in local network mode because they have the russian patch of the game, and steam version does not have that
patch.. There is so much potential but in most aspects the developers could have done better. I ask myself if they just had no
passion or the publisher put massive pressure on them. Well..:

SHORT:
Buy this game only if it is on sale and only if you like trading. This 300MB game has not enough content or worthwile game-
mechanics to pay the full 10€.

NARRATION:
Narration, Story and quests are pretty boring and random. You're the son of the king but just a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ for the people
carrying their goods through the desert to earn some silver and inflationary and almost useless experience points -.- At some
point I just skipped the text-dialogues...reading the answers is all you need to know.

CHARACTER:
Character creation in the beginning of the game is pretty useless. You can choose from 3 different avatar-portraits and enter a
name you never face again because you skip all dialogues. There could have been really nice approaches for character creation
but no.

GAMEPLAY:
Most of the gameplay elements consist of no-brainers. You're rushing through the desert from point A to point B selling goods
from price A to price B. There was almost no point in the game where I really had to think about a decision. Character
development is'nt under your control. Same with special abilities which are even not essential for progressing. Best ability:
traveling faster, so you don't have to wait that long -.-
Combat system is a mix of rng and depends almost on the fighting characters stats, so you know beforehand if you will lose or
win the fight.
A single hour of playing the game is enough to know 90% of random events which are even no hard decisions and have in many
cases no true consequence. Wow, you found a treasure chest with 50 silver...you only got thousands of silver in your pocket. Oh
no a helpmate died, you just get a new one around the corner that's ok. Another donkey in the desert... No I don't want to have
more of them.
Surprising good point: The developers decided to keep the game very short (~15h), so I finished it before I gave up.

MUSIC:
The background-music gets really annoying with time --> play some orientalic music from youtube while playing!
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